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The Passive Voice:
A Brief Explanation with Exercises

A) General Points

• The passive voice is a useful device to improve the coherence of a text: It allows us 
to focus on what we judge to be the important  part  of a sentence.  As it  is  more 
complicated  than  the  active,  the  passive  is  used  more  often  in  writing  than  in 
speaking.

• We use the passive if we either do not know or do not care who performed an action, 
or if we do not want that person – the “agent” (subject of the active version of the 
sentence) – to take centre stage.

• The generic formula for the passive is  [BE] + [Past Participle]. Instead of  BE, we 
may sometimes use  GET. The form of the auxiliary is determined by the tense. The 
passive  can  also  be  used  with  modal  verbs.  If  the  verb  group  would  get  too 
complicated if we used the passive, we avoid it. Consider:

• Cars are made in factories.
• This car was made in Spain.
• It has been said that cars pollute a lot.
• We will be made to pay more for petrol in the future.
• The car might have been made in Spain, but the company is Japanese.
• The Sagrada Familia will have been being worked on for two centuries soon.

• The examples show what some textbooks call the “impersonal passive”. The agent is 
simply erased. If you do want to include the agent, you can do so with a “by-clause”: 
The preposition BY followed by a noun or noun phrase. Examples could be:

• Cars are made in factories by skilled workers.
• This car was made in Spain by the company I work for.
• It has been said, by people who know, that cars pollute a lot.
• We will be made to pay more for petrol in the future by the government.
• The car  might  have  been  made  in  Spain,  by  Spanish workers,  but  the  company is 

Japanese.

• The passive is especially common in technical writing, procedural descriptions and 
suchlike,1 but by no means limited to them. Another major user is to be found in the 
quality press.

• The “dangling participle”, as used here, can be understood as an abbreviated clause 
in passive: “..., as it is used here, ...”

1 Many grammars say it was also common in scientific writing. Have those grammarians ever actually read scientific 
articles?
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B: The Passive in Complex Verb Groups

• The diagram below is a slightly different version of the one you can find here.2

 NG(S)   VG 

AuxM NOT AuxT1 AuxP VL

They  might   not        have              been           seen.

Subject   “Operator”3       (-)         Perfect form                      Passive 

 Direction in which the forms are determined: Modals are followed by an infinitive, HAVE for Perfect requires a 
past participle, and so do BE and GET for passive. The subject determines the form of the first member of the 

group – if there is more than one form.

• As you  can  see,  all  the  usual  rules  hold  –  the  passive  is  actually  quite  easy  as 
concerns the verb itself. The passive with BE already comes with an auxiliary that is 
the operator in Simple tenses. If we use the passive with GET (“He got fired.”), we use 
DO as the default operator in Simple tenses (“Did he get fired?” - “No, he didn't. He 
quit.”).

C) Which Complements Can Become a Passive Sentence's Subject?

• This question is sometimes considered difficult by students – and it is indeed a bit 
more challenging than the operations within the verb group we saw above. However, 
it gets easier if you just compare different alternatives:

▪ (Active): Jack gave me this pen for my birthday.
• (OD as Subject): This pen was given to me for my birthday by Jack.
• (OI as Subject): I was given this pen by Jack for my birthday.

2 http://elt-one.webs.com/Emailed/VG%20Diagram.pdf   
3 The “operator” is the auxiliary you need for negations and questions -the “A” in “Las preguntas se hacen ASI.”
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• If you try this operation with “for my birthday”, you will run into trouble. The phrase 
does not really take part in the action in the sentence, being what grammarians call an 
adverbial.4 About  the  question which of  the  other  two possibilities  is  “better”:  It 
depends on the context and what exactly you want to say: You choose.

• In  practice,  the  indirect  Object  (OI)  is  more  likely  to  be  turned  into  a  passive 
sentence's Subject. The reason is simple: Verbs with two objects5 tend to have a thing 
as direct Object and a person as indirect Object. Think of GIVE: We give people (OI) 
things  (OD). And what is more interesting – a thing or a person? This preference is 
not a rule – just a statistical fact.

D) Why Use the Passive?

• The question has a –superficially- simple answer: If we are talking or writing about 
X, then it might just look less than nice to start a sentence with Y. Compare:

◦ Telephone
An apparatus with which people can talk to each other over long distances.

a) Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.
b) The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham Bell.

 Option b) sounds better because we are expecting, in this article, to read about the 
telephone, not primarily its inventor. Thus, starting the sentence with the topic of the 
article simply sounds “rounder” - more coherent.

E)   BE   or   GET  ?

• Get is, on the whole, more informal. We use it when something happens by accident 
or unexpectedly, and often in a way that makes it a bit difficult to decide whether the 
structure is really a passive one or a GET + [adjective] phrase:

◦ “Bill's got himself fired, Jane told me.”

• GET is used in quite a few conventional expressions that again closely resemble the 
GET + [adjective] phrase: GET married / divorced / dressed / changed / washed.

• GET is not an auxiliary verb. Thus, it is treated like a normal verb for questions and 
negations. As usual, if you need an auxiliary and don't have any, use DO.

4 To be exact, it's an adjunct. Did you really want to know? At any rate, adverbials can be put into many places in the 
sentence -at the margins (before the Subject or at the end) or between two other groups. 

5 “Ditransitive verbs”, they are called. GIVE is an example.
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F) Exercises

a) Rewrite the sentences. Start with the underlined word, changing its form if necessary.  
Use by-clauses only if they are relevant.

1. Thieves robbed a woman.

A woman was robbed.                                                            

2. They offered Nancy a pay rise.

____________________________________________  

3. The cops stopped us on the way home.

____________________________________________

4. We haven't used this machine for ages.

____________________________________________

5. We need to correct the mistakes.

____________________________________________

6. A bull attacked Dave when he was crossing a meadow.

____________________________________________

b) Which of the two sentences follows on best? 

1. There's going to be a big art exhibition.
a) Many visitors will be attracted to it. b) It will attract many visitors.

2. My grandfather is very ill.
a) He's being looked after in the hospital. b) The hospital's looking after him.

3. Our neighbours have a cat and a dog.
a) The cat catches lots of mice. b) Lots of mice are caught by the cat.

4. We've completed the experiments.
a) The papers will publish the results. b) The results will be published by the papers.
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